Use this script as a guide for the CH3 Project when acting as a relay during the local AmRRON nets. Do not use your FCC call sign on the non-licensed comms (FRS/MURS/CB), use your AmRRON Code Name.

"This is AmRRON <your call sign>, for the local ______ (CB/FRS/MURS) AmRRON emergency communications PRACTICE net on Channel 3. Is there anyone wishing to check in to the AmRRON CH3 Net?"

- Wait 10 - 15 seconds for a response. If you hear a response, offer to check them in to the net and pass along the Net Word of the Week and Authentication number. Also, write down their AmRRON call sign/code name so you can maintain it for your own records as a local AmRRON contact.

- If no response is heard:

Repeat the preamble. Then: "Nothing heard on my end."

Continue: "If you can hear me, but I'm unable to hear you, this is AmRRON <your call sign>, with the local AmRRON CH3 Net on _____ (CB, FRS, MURS) channel three. This is an emergency communications PRACTICE Net."

Announce the NWOTW - Net Word Of The Week and Authentication number. Then repeat it phonetically.

"If anyone can copy me and you are unable to check in you can do so by going to www.amrron.com/checkin (checkin being one word) and let us know you heard the net."

Close your net. "This is AmRRON <your call sign>. I have no further traffic and will now close the net.  AmRRON <your call sign>, OUT."

Report your number of contacts on each of the CH3 frequencies to the NCS.
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